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Deir George, 

Up what has become my usual too early, for whgih and for other reasons I see a 

neurologist with a speciality in sleep disorders on my thrid! medical appointment of the 

day, I drafted a letter to tates qnd then vas lucky enough for the local paper to come 

just as I went out to mail the books and pick the Post up. I'n pretty sure I'll be able 

to copy the story on Howard Donahue's coming book on the JFK assassination and to mail 

that and this this afternoon. What i am not sure of is that I'd be able to read and 

correct and vrite you about ny letter to Gates. If I am able to read and correct it 

and do not have tim: to write you about it, please regard it as confidential for the 

tine being. I'll then write you later about it. If it is not enckosed you'll get it 

when I can write you a bit about it. 

The aP story on Donahue 's book may have been routed to you and you may or may not 

have kept it i it wase In short, his theory is impossible and = told him this more than 

once, at least once in some detail when he and his wife were here. “he first time was whel/ 

the Sunday Sun, also without checking, publizbhed it years ago. - have that and my letter, 

I'm sure. 

“ike all the others who pretend to solvef the assassination with theories they dream 

up, Donohue ignores what disproves his, the existing photographic evidence, among other 

things. . . 

Unless St. Meakin’ is running a cadcuated risk, publishing this book without the 

necessary checking is wildly crazy. 41s is Yonahue because of what I wrote and told hin, 

that his theory is proven to be impossible by the existing evidence to which I referred him. 

I'd thought that the last time I'd persuaded him because he has been silent about it 

for so longe 
(ee ‘ 

It is true that on one occasion he did mixx fire a different leannlicher—Carcanno 

three tines within #6 5.6 seconds ft is not true that he then duplicated the shooting 

attributed to Oswald. If I can find them I have the results of that test for CBS News. 

Bob Richter leaked them to Sylvia Meagher, who gave me a copye 

I'n not taking the time this early morning when I'm about to leave for my walking 

therapy to check my files to get the name of the Secret “ervice agent ha says dived 

the Bx¥ BAR but without being a lawyer I think that man has a case and mighé sue. 

Not only cannot it be proven that this happened, leave alone was possible, comuon sense 

alone says that in less than 5.6 second he could’ have zotten that BAR up from the floor 

of the followup car and then fired it -without being seen by the mahy onlookers. [¢t was



some tine later that he had that weapon up, with no indication of ever using it. It is 

my recollection that kx this was about the time the motorcade disappeared beneath the 

“riple Underpass. 

4nd, of course, nobody heard that alleged shot or saw it being aimed. 

I ywant to keep it confidential at least for now but I've had several recent 

phone calls from a retired Secret Service agent who was then on the Whute House detail. 

He has not been able to cone here because of illness but he is well now and he is writing 

me about what £ cannot confirm and believe is unlikely if not inpossible, that they knew 

avout Oswald before the assassin&tion. £ think one of ‘is details is impossible or close 

to itythat they had that backyard picture of Oswald on the bulletin board before the 

assassination. Then it disappeared, he seys, and others denied to hin that they's seen it. 

One former White House detail agent, perhaps not asigned there but I believe he was, 

Fox, now dead, did leak the blake-und-whi te autopsy pictures. 

When he first showed then to thefaan to whon he leaked them he had in the same folder 

a photodpy ofa picture of ilitler's will! 

It appears that *tone has opened publishing floodgates. 

If you can send me a copy of the former counsels' statement before you can go over 

your notes i'd aporeciate it because when + have time I'm writing about that. 

In a 1/5/92 article in the Inquirer Specter said that people should read the Warren 

report to "accept the extensive factual analysis and sound conclusions" in it. 

I liked that invitation. I'm accepting it. 

Best, 

wi 

</ DAG 



George, I've time for a hasty explanation of 1ay letter to Gates and sone of the 

ellipsis in it. At least for now this is for your information only. ily purposes do not 

include publicity. While I have no reason to believe that the CIA is any more intent on 

Openness under Yates than in the past, I also believe that = owe it a reasonable opportun- 

ity to think about it and respond. 

At the beginnhaly bt Vatergate a Yerman publisher asked me to do a book, which I started 

to do, changed his mind, then a second publisher did the same thing, asked and then decided 

against it. Having started I continued vorlel.ng and I did develop information that Bernstein 

and Woodward did not publish if they'd learned it. “his includes information on lb. Howard 

Hunt. I think there id a prima facie case of his preventing publication I had arranged for 

through the man then my agent, “ax Wilkinson. I found that Hunt used Wilkinson's office as 

his New York address. That may be the office fron which he had a tic-line to his Washing- 

ton office. There is more on Hunt of that period. 

“n those days the FBI was a pee nn pth 8 mail, for the CIA, line was delayed 

and sone never reached me. What Babi! hice ae pclader correspondence from a Ver- 

man publisher who accepted Whitewash. I later learned that when I did not respond to the 

letters that never reached me they sent the manuscript back. It never reached ne. 

For a period of about two months all my mail to my Yondon agent was delayed. I have 

a telegram from hin telling me that it then all reached him at one time. 

There were at least two instances of intrusion into my being’ published in England, 

the second while the contract was being drafted. While I can't pin this on the CIA it 

is more suspect than any other agency. The first instance was the killing of the book to 

Collins, which had gone for it in 1965, by an old-time british spook, then Warden of 

All Souls at Oxford, John Sparrow. 

The ribbon copy of Os@ald in New Orleans was intercepted and delayed for some time 

in reaching me from my then ‘ew York agent. The post office explanation for the delay and 

the absence of any wrapper was ridiculous. 

What called itself "the Public 4ffairs staff" ahd had no visible connection with the 

CIA monitored what I and others were saying about the JFK assassination. As + now recall 

Harold Si6r Ober was in charge, He with his staff were eased out in the ake wake of Water- 

gate and as I recall were takén in by NSA. @ have bills renitered for the service, checks 

in payment, envelopes in which they were mailed, and carbon copies of what I'd said. Sure 

the Ca can say it wanted to know what was being daid but that is demestic intelligence, 

then prohibited for it. 

BeYore it was known that Praeger was a CIA publisher one of his people was quite 

impressed by Whitewash, foregast their first print would be 50,000 copies, then a best= 

seller indication, but Praeger personally reflected the book. He was out of town when I



submitted the manuscript and when it was ref¥urned to me I learned that he had done the 

rejecting, personally. 

When there was attention to “unt and his novels it became public that Widkinson was 

both his agent and his friend. 

The firm was Littauer «@ Wilkinson. There then was a Littauer Cla foundation. I do not 

know whether these are one of more “ittauers or whether there is any other kind of 

connection but the name is not all that common. 

White I have no proof I do have reason to believe that the CIA was engaged in 

rua arranging for non-publication as well as what it has adnmitted,for publication. 

Usth Hunt part of it. 
There is probably nore. This is off the top of the head. What is solid and beyond 

question is that the Uffice of Securiity had at least two files on me, lied about them and 

withheld them. ‘'here is reason to believe that at least one related to publishing. 

So, while I expect nothing in response to ny letter, I wint to wait and see, 

, 
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